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 One of the main purposes of subjectivity in a country is improving efficiency and using 
national sources. In this study titled: The effect of subjectivity of accepted firms in 

stock of valuable papers of Tehran on their performance, the purpose is control and 

study the role of subjectivity on performance of the firms, theresearch method in this 
study is descriptive- analyzing and two groups as control group and experimental group 

were used. Sotwo groups of firms were studied, a group that were transmitting into 

private sector and a group that remained formal. The results of the study show that the 
performance of country had meaningful change after subjectivity that this changes not 

totally positive. Inde3ed this study show that some factors such as inappropriate 

conditions and lack of technical factors leads to inefficiency of this plan. And so it can 
be said that Iran has not conditions subjectivity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Indeed subjectivity is a price that during it formal control changes into informal and private control. So 

study the effects of subjectivity is a parameter to this that whether this action had positive effect on firms or not. 

The experiences of various countries and researches show that formal (governmental) management has low 

efficiency. But this problem in Oran has not long history and So Iran needs to study the effects of subjectivity in 

other countries, because in one hand, in Iran the formal management is not effective and in other world the 

efficiency of subjectivity is not confirmed to Iran. The history of the subjectivity in Iran backs to 1994, that 

parliament ask research centers to study in this field and also establishes to subjectivity organization in 1999 all 

show the importance of tjis subject. Indded firms that are under subjectivity conditions are those that are in list 

of firms that was published in 1900. Because of this scale, 25 accepted firms in stock of valuable papers of 

Tehran were selected as case study. In continue of this study we first indicate the statement of problem in 

chapter 2, and then the research method was discussed in chapter three and finally in chapter four the research 

findings and conclusions were studied.  

 

Statement of problem: 

 One of the main purposes of subjectivity in a country is improving efficiency and using national sources. In 

this study titled: The effect of subjectivity of accepted firms in stock of valuable papers of Tehran on their p 

Indeed subjectivity is a prices that during it formal control change into informal and private control. So study the 

effects of subjectivity is a parameter to this that whether this action had positive effect on firms or not. The 

experiences of various countries and researches show that formal (governmental) management has low 

efficiency. But this problem in Oran has not long history and So Iran needs to study the effects of subjectivity in 

other countries, because in one hand, in Iran the formal management is not effective and in other world the 

efficiency of subjectivity is not confirmed to Iran. Performance, the purpose is control and studies the role of 

subjectivity on performance of the firms. 
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1research hypothesis:  

 There is a main hypothesis in this study that is: there is not meaningful relationship between subjectivity of 

firms and their performance among accepted firms in stock of valuable papers in Tehran.  

 

Research purposes: 

 The aim of the research is study this that how the subjectivity can effect on the accepted firms in stock of 

Tehran and what are the reasons of success or fail of this plan. 

 

Review of literature: 

 There were some studies in this discussion. Ali Afshari (1995) studied the effects of subjectivity in first 

plan this research studied the performance changes , especially increasing in sale. The time of his study was 

1989-1992 and the cash rate also was studied. Also Mohammadreza Silvari (1999), studied the relationship 

between type of ownership and financial performance in his study, a case study including 62 firms were selected 

from six industries and the aim of his study was that identified: is changes in ownership, would leads to 

improving in indexes of financial performance? In this way, financial rates were studied and he concluded that 

the changes in ownerships had not effect in efficiency. On salient point in this study is selecting a short term 

period that is two years. Mehdi Taghavi (1994) studies the subjectivity performance in view of government and 

indicates its problems. he believed that beside to this that the aim of government for subjectivity is create 

economic equality and optimal using of country facilities, but indeed the most important reason of changing 

ownership of governmental firms has financial reason and buy this way, the government tries to reduce its costs. 

Naser Aghajani (2000) studied the effect of subjectivity on financial dimensions to continue the activity of 

firms. In this research the changes in financial rates were studied that indicate the management performance. 

The results of this research show that average of studied ratio had not many differences after subjectivity. 

Research during was 6 years.  

 

Research method: 

 Since the research method is comparative-inductive, first the hypothesis was indicated and then the firms 

were identified that are including subjectivity plan and were member of stock of valuable papers of Tehran till 

end of (1998) and /51 of their stocks is related to private part. In this research, collected financial data were 

tested by statistic tecniques.in this study to evaluation the performance before subjectivity, the statistic 

techniques of Wilkinson and Friedman test were used to compare the firm stocks that are including subjectivity.  

 

Method of collecting data: 

 To reach to study purpose, required data and statistics were collected by following methods: 

1-the financial statements three years before subjectivity and three year after subjectivity were studied. 

2-to compare the outcome of subjectivity firms and control group, also the financial statements were used that 

were related to two years of 1996-1998. 

3-other information about firms were collected from weekly- monthly and annual magazines of accepted firms 

in stock of valuable papers of Tehran.  

 

Method of analyzing: 

 For analyzing the hypothesis, it must be dividing into two parts: the first part is compare the performance of 

firm before subjectivity and after that, the relation between these two periods were studied.  

5-definition of keywords of study: 

5-1subjectivity: change or transmit of ownership from general sector to private one, in this research the change 

of governmental ownership to private one must be considered.  

5-2share returns: the means of the share return is some advantages that are related to a share in a financial year 

that bare including:  

1-increasing the share price i9n end of financial year in ratio of early of year 

2-unpured cash profit of each share 

3-the advantages of ordering rights 

4-the advantages of reward share 

 Governmental firm: is an identified organizational unit that was created as firm legally and was surrounded 

by law recommend and was known as governmental firm and more than .50 of its share is related to 

government.  

 

Research limitation: 

 Mentioned research used 25 firms that are under subjectivity till 1998 and case study of this research is as 

following: 
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 6-1-the firms under subjectivity part: that is some firms that are in list of parliament and were allocated to 

private sector. So those firms that more than /50 of their shares are related to private sector are under private 

wse3ctor.  

 Regarding to this scale, the number of 217 firms are in private sector that we selected the 25 ones to study. 

The data related to number of firms during 1990-1993 are as following:  

 
Table 1: Private firms from 1990-1993. 

collect 
 

Thwe organization of development 
and rebuilding 

The oeganization of national industries explain 

collect stock conversation collect stock conversation collect stock conversation 

217 77 140 54 21 33 163 56 107 Allocated 

firms 

(120) - (120) (30) - (30) (90) - (90) The firms 
that are not 

member of 

stock 

(61) (48) (13) (17) (14) (3) (44) (34) (10) The firms 

that 0/50 of 

their share is 
not private 

(3) (1) (2) - - - (3) (1) (2) Investing 

firms 

33 28 5 7 7 - 26 21 5 The firms 
with private 

ownership 

 

 Based on first confirm and other confirms of government of Iran about them, two organizations of 

organization of national industry and development and rebuilding organization were selected, in this list there 

were not banks and other organizations.  

 

Findings of study: 

 About the hypothesize of the study that there is not meaningful relationship between subjectivity of firms 

and their performance among accepted firms in stock of valuable papers in Tehran, we first indicate statistical 

indexes about rate of stock that are in following table. 

 
Table 2: Statistic indexes related to rate of stock returns in firms. 

variable number mean middle variance Standard 

deviation 

Standard 

error 

Verified 

mean 

Return before 

subjectivity 

63 29/2317 14/8 2369/805 48/68064 6/13218 25/7528 

Return of first 

three years 
after 

indication 

94 102/1266 56/55 19629/449 14/1054 14/45074 85/4803 

Second third 
years after 

allocation 

87 24/6345 9/5 3255/755 57/05922 6/11739 20/6182 

 

 As it is clear the verified mean of stock return before subjectivity is 25/7528, while this mean during three 

years after subjectivity increased to 85/4803 and in second third years reduced to 20/6182. So it can be said that 

the mean of rate of stock during three periods were studied and were different. In the hypothesis, because of this 

that the aim of the study is compare between before and after subjectivity, three periods were studied as 

following: 

 
Table 7: The results off Friedman to study the differences between rate of share returns during three periods. 

Rank means variables 

1/78 Return before subjectivity 

2/49 Return after first three years subjectivity 

1/73 Second three years returns after subjectivity 

 
Table 8: Test results of Friedman to confirm the resultys. 

99 N 

37/202 Chi-square 

2 Df 

0/000 Error level of p 
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Conclusion: 

 One of the main purposes of subjectivity in a country is improving efficiency and using national sources. In 

this study titled: The effect of subjectivity of accepted firms in stock of valuable papers of Tehran on their p 

Indeed subjectivity is a pricess that during it formal control change into informal and private control. So study 

the effects of subjectivity is a parameter to this that whether this action had positive effect opn firms or not. The 

experiences of various countries and researches show that formal (governmental) management has low 

efficiency. But this problem in Oran has not long history and So Iran needs to study the effects of subjectivity in 

other countries, because in one hand, in Iran the formal management is not effective and in other world the 

efficiency of subjectivity is not confirmed to Iran. Performance, the purpose is control and studies the role of 

subjectivity on performance of the firms. In this research regarding to analyzing the research that was indicated 

in previous section, some results were obtained as following: as it was mentioned in previous section, since the 

calculations are meaningful in level of 0/99 so the main hypothesizes is eject and it was confirmed that there is a 

positive relation between performance of firms after and before subjectivity, although this differences are not 

constant and during first three years after subjectivity and second three years of subjectivity in this way that in 

first three years there was a salient increasing in return while in second one it was decrease in a considerable 

amount.  
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